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A BRAND NEW SERIES OF DIY TOOLS FOR TRAVEL AGENTS

Are you fed up with being
advised WHAT to do, and no
one explaining HOW to do it?
If so, then this new series of eGuides is for YOU.

From this moment on ALWAYS ask the trainer, presenter and
keynote speaker, “HOW is it done?” “HOW do you do this?”
Say this: “Steve Crowhurst said I should ask you to
explain, step-by-step, HOW this is done.”
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For years I have watched and listened to travel trade trainers and keynote speakers, also
attended webinars and read hundreds of travel trade magazine articles - all designed in good
faith to help travel agents increase their sales. The challenge for me, was to find that nugget of
knowledge. The golden take-away that I could use to grow my business. After the fact I realised I
had been delivered a load of WHAT, and very little if any HOW.
When I moved into training and development and subsequently keynote speaking, leading
workshops and seminars, creating workbooks and writing articles I made myself a promise. That
promise was to, wherever possible, given the format, time and available white space to deliver
on the HOW-TO I was so hungry for. Delivering on the HOW-TO, my audience and readership
would have a set of steps, or scripts to follow that would help them complete a business building
action.
Along the way I have delivered my brand of street savvy HOW-TO to
travel trade and tourism based audiences around the world. You can
find copies of my digital magazine here Selling Travel and my series of
eGuides sold through TTI.
The topics and subject matter of my current eGuides attempt to cover
off as much information as needed and at the same time are a quick
read.
Hope it works for you.
Thanks for purchasing this eGuide. Remember, the price includes a one-hour HOW-TO coaching
session with me via Skype. Here’s the HOW-TO to take advantage of this offer.
Step 1: Read the eGuide, make notes, and decide what you need coaching on.
Step 2: Email me here: steve@sellingtravel.net and send your need-to-know comments.
Step 3: Email your preferred date and time for us to Skype.
Step 4: Download the latest version of Skype, test your webcam audio and video.
Step 5: Skype me here – smptraining1 – on the date / time scheduled.
Best regards
Steve Crowhurst, CTC
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So many events happening in the world
that it makes you wonder if there is
any opportunity left for selling travel.
The writing of this eGuide has been building over time, inspired by events in the past
year, and more recently the storms across the Caribbean, the handling of relief for
Puerto Rico, Spain’s hard core put down of Catalonia’s desire to be independent
(memories of Spain’s former dictator, Franco) and then stabbings in France and
Edmonton, Alberta – then on, October 2nd2017, news of the Las Vegas massacre. Then
there are still the wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria and persecutions in Myanmar.
Our hearts go out to anyone hurt in any way shape or form from the storms, from
debris, from bullets, knives, cars, racial and religious attacks and from the words of
those idiots that troll and tweet.
I can remember travelling right after 911, 711 and more recently soon after the 2017
attacks in London. As a tourist you are looking at the sites and looking over your
shoulder at the same time. The ideas behind selling travel in uncertain times then is not
to shy away from what’s going on around the world but to handle it front and center
and help your clients better understand what they are flying into. Being aware is one
thing, actually that’s a big thing. Probably THE thing.
Now, when it comes to the opportunities left on the table there are many however it
depends on how you view all the current challenges and where you look for new selling
opportunities. Hopefully this eGuide will help you work through this wild and whacky
world we’re living in right now and turn the most terrible moments into better times
for your business and more importantly for your clients.
It’s true of course that as a human race, we should be way ahead of where we are right
now. I mean what in the world is wrong with us when our leaders pander war instead
of peace. What happened to the Peace Through Tourism movement? Do you know of
it? Might want to check it out.
Japan’s Prime Minister has won a snap election and now vows to make changes to their
constitution. As Trump has pretty much said, you guys are on your own, means Japan
must become militarized once again. Korea’s response to this of course is not good.
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Understand What’s Causing the Uncertainty
You have heard those business gurus say it all before. Keep First Things First. Look around you
and take stock of what is actually causing the downward trend and then specifically what’s
causing the downturn in your own industry – that for us would be travel and tourism. For those
in the trade, that’s not a difficult one, is it? The travel industry is affected by everything!
If you’ve just started your travel selling business, then you may not know that travel and tourism
reacts to whatever happens on planet earth. A mere mention of a UFO sighting can cause more
group travel to that spot than you might believe. A huge storm that would usually send people
running in the opposite direction, actually attracts those wild adventurers known as storm
chasers. When acts of terror happen, travellers tend to not go ‘there’ – at least not until the
debris has been cleared away. Travel and tourism is a wild ride when you’re in the selling seat. It
is a good idea then to understand what’s causing the uncertainty now and what could cause it in
the coming years. Then you can prepare.

Some Causes of Uncertainty Today:

Absolutely we could add more to the graphic. We could include every other country in the world
and their leaders…but we focus on North America. Okay so not too much change from the year
before other than if we do look overseas, we could add Brexit that would be new and Catalonia,
that’s new. Storms and typhoons have been happening since the planet arrived, however they
seem to be stronger, larger, more devastating and increasing in number. Extreme weather we
6
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Get The REAL News Out ASAP
Like it or not, you must become the source of REAL NEWS for your clients. When they turn on
their TVs or any other device, they will be tapping into the mass media news channels that repeat
and repeat the worst of what happened in the day. The now famous tag line of Fake News could
be added in there too as some news outlets do not vet their information as well as they should.
Being a travel agent you are connected to, and tapped into the tourism industry through your
tourism and supplier contacts. Your contacts will range in title and power from CEOs to an inside
sales rep. Both of these people and everyone in between have and hold information you need
when something hits the fan.
You’ll be well familiar with the term Fake News, and if you’re not then you live on a different
planet. Many times repetitive news can become fake news to the ears and eyes of the audience.
Your job, is to source your trade contacts and seek out the official news and situation as it is
relayed from within let’s say the Caribbean Tourism Organization or the major tourism channel
that can state what is actually happening in the region affected.
Here’s what you’ll find on the CTO website – a travel update web page. This is what you must
seek out versus repeating the news from CNN.

Here’s the information found beneath the above image…
Welcome to Caribbean Travel Update, a site created to showcase all Caribbean destinations at
one glance. Those in columns "open for business" have not been affected at all or are mostly
up and running once again after storms Irma, Jose and Maria. We also share latest updates on
those destinations who are still at various levels of recovery. There are good news reaching us
daily. Please continue to support the Caribbean and continue to visit our region. Click here to
learn more about assisting opportunities.
Here’s the map that followed the above:
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Everyone Becomes a Marketing Machine
You’ve heard it before, “When Times Get Tough, The Tough Get Going!” Well that could be your
mantra when selling travel in uncertain times. The thing is, yes, you must get going, but be smart
about it. No use shovelling money into a bottomless marketing pit when there’s no one to
purchase what you are selling.
What to do? Well the answer is what we’ve always done in the past: get on the telephone and
make calls to your existing clients. And in the more recent past: increase your Social Media habit
and then create attention getting emails and send them off to your existing clients. Also focus on
your referral program and beef it up. Here’s HOW:

Social Media
There’s no escape! You’d best be a social media maniac and be able to make excellent use of one
or two of the top social media tools. Facebook and YouTube would be the ones of choice. Yes
you might be swayed into following the latest fad / app that younger people are using, however,
the world is on Facebook and video is the best way to sell travel. So, if you are not there yet, time
to make the move.
In uncertain times people like to be hugged and social media can do this IF you know how to
create such posts, updates, blogs etc. A video of you having a fireside chat with the audience,
would go down well if I was uneasy about travelling. Takes practice to be sincere in a video, but
then just being yourself usually does the job.
Beware of letting a social media guru in your agency create your marketing posts. Not all social
media gurus know how to market. They know the tools, but not marketing. Make sure you discuss
the situation that you are trying to ease and then decide what should be delivered, as a team.
Some people do not have the forethought or sensitivity when it comes to stepping around
current minefields related to race, colour, recent events and as you will know even large
corporations make the mistake of not truly thinking it through, AND once your blunder is ‘out
there’ it’s out there for good. That means two years from now, when someone types your agency
name in the search line… that old blunder will show itself.


Facebook: Start your personal page then your business page, review all the training and
every single tool / service Facebook offers. Learn how to boost your posts in order to
reach our through those who LIKE you and their friends / contacts. Remember to select
the best imagery for the top of your page. No crazy looking images of you. Keep it
businesslike. Go to the Guru here: https://www.marismith.com/



YouTube: You’ll need a Google account to open a YouTube Channel and once that’s done
complete the imagery at the top… meaning select the best images that represent your
agency and insert into the header area. Then create your video or download supplier
videos to your Channel and start pushing those out to your clients. Once again, when
times are tough, not a bad idea to send a heartwarming video. Three minutes max.
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The Viral Campaign
Yes. We want everything you send out that is marketing you, your products, your agency, your
latest post… whatever it is, we want it to go viral. You want and need every recipient of your post,
to turn it around and send it ‘back out there’. They should forward it, re-tweet, # it, email it… just
share it with everyone they know, LIKE and love.

Ask For It
Your clients need to know what to do next. They need you to tell them what you want them to
do with your recent post or email. In this case, you will for sure be requesting, asking your clients
to send what they’ve just received from you to their friends. Here’s HOW:
We’d really appreciate it if you could forward
this post to your friends who love to cruise.
If you feel comfortable sharing this post with your friends,
join our agency’s Send It Viral campaign. We’d really appreciate it.
Share with your friends the best prices for travel to London!

The Share It Button
Here’s a website to explore. You’ll find various SHARE IT buttons that you can add to your social
media and website and emails.

From here on, everything you send out, MUST HAVE the Share icon,
OR a comment asking your clients to forward your information.
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The Gift Card That Can Go a Long Way
It’s more than tough to watch any news channel that shows videos of devastated areas, burned
out homes and desperate people who have lost it all. Many will eventually make it back. Others
will not. Somewhere in there is the need for someone like you, a travel agent to offer a small gift,
a token of your wanting to help. It’s a simple gift card that has no Best Before Date.
The Gift Card is valued from $50 to $100. You offer it to victims of a natural disaster for instance,
who at this moment in their lives, cannot make use of it. But they will once they are back on their
feet. So your Gift Card serves as a light to work towards. It offers some hope that says, “Once
we’re through this, we’re taking a holiday…” – and they will book that holiday with you because
you cared.
Now you won’t be the first to do this as others have already made the offer. You can read this
link for more information. You might be the first travel agency to make the offer in your neck of
the woods, however.
Working with your Preferred Suppliers
Chances are your preferred suppliers already have a selection of gift cards that you can purchase
and offer to the people who have lost their homes from a catastrophic event. If you focus your
Gift Card program on one supplier they might offer you a better rate of purchase for the
concentrated effort. Sounds gratuitous however, working with a preferred supplier offers you
the chance to negotiate something extra for the people receiving the gift card.

Work as a team to create your promotional tag line like this one.

“Let us help you create new memories!”
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T-UP and Promote
You know North Americans own more T-Shirts than suits, right? Well, it might be fake news but
what-the-sale! Who cares? Thing is T-Shirts make for great advertising walking billboards. Have
yours printed with a current promotion and wear it about town. Have a generic T-shirt printed
with your agency QR Code on it, give people the chance to scan you (!) using their mobile phones
and then be zip zapped to your website.

SCAN ME!
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The Long Tail Sale
The Long Tail… it’s a book. Worth a read. As I apply the contents of the book to the topic of this
eGuide, in essence it means if the big sales are not happening sell more of the lower priced
products and over time you will arrive at the income you needed.
As opposed to making the big score such as that $75,000 world cruise… the long tail concept
means selling products that are reasonably priced, affordable, paying less commission and so you
sell multiples of this product over a long period of time and you’ll generate more income in the
long term than you would or did selling the world cruise.
Okay sure, it could get monotonous but we’re talking about the survival of your agency here. If
you believe, you will achieve. So check it out. I’ll go 10% on that $75,000 cruise. We have $7,500
in the bank. Now if I was to sell another product which could be a one week stay at a luxury hotel
in the next state, costing say $250 a night X 7 days, that’s $175 in revenue. To equal that cruise
income I’ll have to sell 42 one week packages. That’s easy over the long term. The Long Tail.

Fact is, that $75,000 cruise comes around once in a while or once only for 95% of travel agents.
Could be every month for those who deal with millionaire clients, but for the average travel agent
closing under $100,000 in sales per year, once or may be twice in their lifetime! So, selling
something that is easy to sell, such as a Luxury Getaway, which is expensive but affordable, will
overtime generate the income you need during the down period.
Time to think about what well-priced, affordable product you could sell, and sell a lot of, during
the uncertain times where you live. It’s the small things that add up.
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About The Author
Steve Crowhurst, CTC
Travel trade keynote speaker, trainer,
author & publisher.
Steve entered the retail travel industry in 1965 and has
worked from the front line to the executive floor,
owned and operated his own travel agencies, travel
trade training and consulting firms and has worked
from a home office for over 34 years.
In 2010 he published his 412 page book 273 “No Fluff No Theory” Marketing Ideas for Travel Agents; in June
2011 he published the first digital issue of Selling
Travel magazine.
Currently, Steve is turning all of his workshops and
webinars into easy to read, street-savvy eGuides.
Check back often at www.sellingtravel.net for new
titles. To date he has published over 25 How-To
eGuides for travel agents.
His latest eGuide venture is to produce and publish
The Power of HOW series. ENJOY!
For more information about Steve please click to:
http://www.sellingtravel.net/about.html
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More Resources by Steve
Many of the following titles support the suggestions made in this eGuide, such
as Travel Safety and Travel Insurance so be sure to PREVIEW them online.
273 No Fluff/No Theory Marketing Ideas for Travel Agents
A Travel Agent’s Introduction to Women Only Travel
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Weddings & Honeymoons
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Building Your Own Adventure Travel Niche
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Ancestry Tours
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Attracting & Retaining Corporate Clients
A Travel Agent’s Guide to Prospecting for New Clients
A Travel Agent’s Introduction to Selling Group Travel
A Travel Agent’s Introduction to Attraction Marketing
FIT and Group Travel Course Bundle
Handy Clip Art and Graphics That Sell Travel
How to Sell More Books With Do-It-Yourself Marketing
How to Sell Destinations
How to Manage Your Time
Presentation Skills for Travel Trade Professionals
PowerPoint Tips for Travel Trade Professionals
The Travel Professional’s Guide to Managing Your Career
The Travel Agent’s Guide to Charging Fees
The Travel Professional’s GO VIDEO! Handbook
The Travel Professional’s Guide to Selling Travel with Humor
Travel Writing for Travel Agents
Travel Safety 101 – Expecting the Unexpected
Selling Faith Based, Spiritual & Personal Journeys
Selling Flexible Independent Travel Arrangements
Using Photography to Sell More Travel
Webinar Presentation Skills for Travel Trade Professionals

Click HERE to view ALL Steve’s eGuides. Presentations and Tips

Available from The Travel Institute
www.thetravelinstitute.com
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